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DON’T WORRY ABOUT 
CCA POINTS
MOE has a plan for those affected 
by recent restrictions. p6

NEVER FORGET
Anniversary of nuke 
attacks offers stark 
reminder. p7
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Though some hack 
for the thrill, others 
dabble in cyber crime 
to make quick cash. 
p8-11



O Verbal- 
Linguistic 
Discuss and 
develop 
opinions.

O Visual-Kinesthetic 
Learn through the use of 
manipulatives, craft or 
visual aids, or hands-on 
tasks or movement.
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O Mathematical-Logical 
Think abstractly and 
conceptually, and 
identify logical patterns.

O Interpersonal 
Respond 
appropriately to 
others in a group 
context.

O Intrapersonal 
Improve self-awareness by 
developing inner feelings, 
values, beliefs and thinking 
processes.
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P ut coding on your resume, and you’d 
be a hot commodity these days. 

The word conjures up images of stu-
dents who write apps to change the 

world – like the 10-year-old in India who built an 
app to expose bullies in school or the youth in 
Singapore who built a platform to help seniors 
get groceries during this Covid-19 period. 

Now that the abilities to code and program 
are seen as an important, even essential, skills to 
have, undoubtedly more people will be trying to 
pick them up. And they’ll be doing so at an even 
younger age. 

A quick search online shows coding camps for 
kids as young as age six. Yet, with great power 
comes great responsibility. 

The ability to code is double-edged – one can 
easily use such skills to do great good or great 
harm. Having such knowledge allows one to 
hack or break into online networks and com-
puter systems. So one needs more than just tech-
nical knowledge to wield them.

The question is, what are your own personal 
values, beliefs and character? And how will they 
shape the way you use the skills you have? 

That is why I believe it is integral for young 
people to be imbued with good social skills and 
a strong sense of what is good and bad as early 
as possible. 

They need to know about ethical behaviour, 
and that doing the right thing is sometimes diffi-
cult or uncomfortable. 

Good decision making is a habit and one that 
needs to be cultivated. People, especially those 
who are inexperienced, need to develop a re-
silient, mature sense of self, to be able to deal 
with morally vague situations in the proper way. 

A person equipped with technical skills but is 
unethical could do much damage. 

For instance, a kind of hacker with dubious 
morals is the “red hat” – an online vigilante who 
uses his skills to return attacks on bad hackers. 

While at face value, that doesn’t sound that 
bad, it actually means the red hat takes things 
into his own hands. He acts as judge, jury and ex-
ecutioner rolled into one, and he chooses to pe-
nalise the one he believes to be the bad person 
to any extent he likes, which isn’t fair either. 

Right now, there are many online vigilantes 
who like doxxing people whom they believe 
have caused trouble – such as the woman who 
claimed to be “a sovereign” and refused to wear 
a mask in public. However, in this case, someone 
online wrongly identified the woman, thinking 
her to be a chief executive of a digital securities 
firm, Ms Tuhina Singh. 

Imagine if they had been red hats who de-
cided to punish Ms Singh by hacking her com-
pany, or stealing all the money from her bank ac-
count and giving it to the poor, or ordering 100 
pizzas to be delivered to her home and charging 
them to her bank account. 

That would have been patently wrong and, 
even if it were the right person, the wrong pun-
ishment for the crime. 

And then there are “blue hat” hackers, who 
are novices at hacking but want to use their skills 
for revenge. This might be especially worrying 
for people who are inclined to take revenge over 
petty things, such as anger over a break-up, or 
being upset after failing a test.

So  in  an  age  where  knowledge  can  be  
weaponised, it is more important than ever that 
young people are self-aware enough to make 
sure they apply their morals as much as they do 
their skills.

‘Heartware’ as vital as software skills

NOTE

‘LET’S GO, 
PARTNER’ 
United States democratic 
presidential candidate Joe Biden 
last week picked California 
Senator Kamala Harris as his 
choice for vice-president. She is 
the first black woman on a major 
presidential ticket in US history. 

JAKE PAUL RAIDED
The Los Angeles mansion of the 
YouTube star was raided by FBI 
agents as part of an 
investigation stemming from a 
looting spree at an upscale mall 
in Arizona.

GETTING REAL 
ABOUT COVID-19
Though clinical trials for a 
Covid-19 vaccine, co-developed 
by Singapore scientists and a US 
pharmaceutical firm, are taking 
place here, find out why it would 
be unrealistic to think that the 
country would be totally free of 
the disease.

ST GRAPHICS SALLY LAM
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L isten to an original song by Bukit Timah Pri-
mary School that celebrates Singapore.

The tune  One Stronger  Singapore  was  
composed  by  Clementi  Town  Secondary  

School teacher Jeremy Lim, with lyrics penned by Pri-
mary 6 pupils from BTPS.

Its music video features six pupils and three teach-
ers from BTPS singing, as well as scenes showcasing 
all 33 classes of the school, representatives from the 
parent support group, as well as various people who 
work in the school, including teachers, administrative 
and operations staff, librarian, school cleaners, secu-
rity guards and canteen vendors. 

Said BTPS principal Teresa Kelly Len: “The idea for 
the song and music video came about as we were 
looking at how we could make the celebration for our 
nation more meaningful amid the crisis, and with all 
the safe management measures in place. We wanted 
to have our own creation to excite our pupils as well.”

To make the video inclusive, sign-language inter-
pretation is shown on screen too.
Ang Yiying

Did your school create a music video to celebrate 
National Day too? Share it with us by dropping us a 
note at stpost@sph.com.sg.

A s part of their National Day celebra-
tions this year, students from the Singa-
pore Sports School took a little walk in 
the shoes of others.

The school’s  learning journey  programme,  
held on Aug 7, shone a spotlight on the lives of 
migrant workers here. It aimed to give the stu-
dents a better understanding of the workers’ mo-
tivations and struggles.

Students watched a video highlighting the 
various triumphs and challenges faced by such 
workers here. 

At the end of the programme, under an activ-
ity  called Project Dhan’yabada (which means 
“thank you”  in  Bengali),  the  students  made 
photo frames and wrote letters.

The frames and letters were added to care 
packages that were delivered to the group of mi-
grant workers who currently reside right next to 

their school – on the premises of the old Innova 
Junior College. 

The care packages also included non-perish-
able food items, such as biscuits and drink sa-
chets, as well as other useful daily necessities in-
cluding toothbrushes, body soap and towels.

The items were collected over a three-week 
period last month – donated not just by the 
school’s staff and students, but also their families 
and friends.

IN spoke to three students – 17-year-olds Cal-
lie  Siah,  Yeo  Ben  Shin  and  Aqiilah  Nissa  
Muhamad Nazzim – about their experience.

How did the learning journey programme help 
you to better understand the lives and plight 
of migrant workers here?
Callie: Before we started any hands-on activity, 
we were given time to carry out research and 
sharing sessions on what ideas we have on what 
we could do for the migrant workers who live 
nearby. 

Prior to all this, I only had a brief idea of the 
lifestyle of the migrant workers and the issues 
that  they face.  However,  after  this  initiative,  
more pressing issues were brought to light for 
me in more detail, (such as) the risk of inade-
quate food and daily necessities, poor living con-
ditions, and the constant fear and anxiety they 
may feel in respect to their jobs, especially dur-
ing this Covid-19 period where likelihood of re-
trenchment is high.
Aqiilah: (The video) helped me realise how un-
derprivileged migrant workers are.

They are often unable to pursue their dreams 
because of their low socioeconomic status.

On top of that, being mistreated by locals fur-
ther takes a toll on their mental health.

How did you rally your family and friends to 
help with the collection drive?
Aqiilah: My class rallied friends and families by 
constructing a light-hearted video to encourage 
them to donate. 

We felt that a simple WhatsApp message was 
not enough, as many may not even read their 
messages (and) that a video would catch their at-
tention and make them more invested in the 
project.
Ben Shin:  I  managed to  get  my  family  and 
friends to help by sharing with them the contribu-
tions migrant workers have made to Singapore, 
and the struggles they currently face.

As a young person, what do you think you can 
do to create a more inclusive and diverse soci-
ety?
Ben Shin: I feel that we (can) do our part by edu-
cating those around us when they have certain 
misconceptions.  Furthermore,  we  should  ac-
tively interact with people from different back-
grounds.
Callie: While it is important to educate others on 
the importance of diversity and inclusive soci-
eties, it is also important for us to create bonds 
between others, regardless of background – for 
example, by simply thanking the cleaners at our 
HDB blocks or striking up simple conversations 
with them.

Others may see this and (feel) more comfort-
able to do the same, thus creating a more inclu-
sive and sociable environment for a diverse soci-
ety like Singapore.

YOU

Singapore Sports School 
marked National Day by 
learning about and showing 
appreciation for such 
workers. NUR SYAHIIDAH 
ZAINAL reports.

The song’s music video features pupils (above) as well as educators, school volunteers and non-teaching staff. 
Watch the video at https://youtu.be/S-V9S-xcFKk. PHOTO BUKIT TIMAH PRIMARY SCHOOL
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COMMUNITY

Reflecting on 
the lives of 
migrant 
workers
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Bukit Timah Primary sings well-wishes for S’pore

The items in the care packages were donated by staff, 
students and their family and friends. 

PHOTO SINGAPORE SPORTS SCHOOL
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DISCUSS
The changes to the CYPA protect Alan from a mistake that he made when he was 
younger. It gave him a second chance to move forward with his life. How would 
young offenders aged below 18 be affected if their names and identities were 
revealed?



On Aug 7, 55,000 pledge cards were sealed in-
side the Our Heart for Singapore Time Capsule 
to commemorate the nation’s 55th birthday.

The cards, written by students from over 
150 schools, bore wishes of goodwill and notes 
of gratitude as well as their hopes for the coun-
try.

The 3.6m-tall time capsule comprises boxes 
of varying sizes set within a map of Singapore. 
It is currently on exhibit at the National Mu-
seum of Singapore’s Learning Gallery to serve 
as a visual reminder that every pledge counts.

The time capsule and the gallery were the re-
sult of a collaboration between youth ground-
up  movement  Art  For  Cause  Singapore  
(AFCSG) and National Day Parade 2020.

AFCSG uses art to raise awareness and in-
spire Singaporeans to care about and solve cur-
rent and future issues affecting the country.

What would you put into a time cap-
sule? Why would you choose those 
items?

Donations  to  Singapore’s  arts  and  cultural  
scene dipped to $50.1 million last year, but 
cash donations were at their highest in three 
years.

The National Arts Council (NAC) announced 
the latest figures at the annual Patron of the 
Arts Awards ceremony, which was streamed on 
Facebook and YouTube on Aug 5. 

The  ceremony  recognised  103  organisa-
tions and 275 individuals.

Many of the major contributions last year 
went  to  arts  infrastructure.  The  Ngee  Ann  
Group, made up of The Ngee Ann Kongsi and 
Ngee Ann Development, pledged $55 million, 
its largest donation in two decades.

The NAC said there has been a rise in larger 
donations, with the number of Distinguished 
Patrons of the Arts, the highest tier of recogni-
tion, rising from 24 to 30.

Why do you think it is important for 
a nation to support the arts?

The Ministry of Education said that students’ 
records will  not be unduly penalised even 
though co-curricular activities  (CCAs) have 
been forced to take a backseat this year.

Students will  be recognised as long as 
they have been selected to represent their 
schools for a competition or event, even if it 
did not take place.

Mrs Tan Chen Kee, divisional director of 
MOE’s student development curriculum divi-
sion, told The Straits Times that other adjust-
ments were made this year to Leaps 2.0, a 
framework that assesses students’ develop-
ment outside academics.

Since June, schools have also come up 
with creative ways to conduct enrichment pro-
grammes, like virtual CCA sessions and class-
based activities, while adhering to safe man-
agement rules.

Secondary schools, junior colleges and Mil-
lennia Institute resumed certain CCAs from 
July 27, provided they kept to a maximum of 
20 students for each activity, and where possi-
ble, fix student groupings to minimise inter-
mingling.

But activities that involve high levels of 
body contact, such as taekwondo and rugby, 
or high exposure to aerosol and splatters,  
such as playing wind instruments or singing 
in a choir, remain suspended.

CCAs were put on hold in March when 
schools implemented safe management pre-
cautions, while competitions like the National 
School Games were cancelled.

But with the special allowances this year, 
Mrs Tan said the percentage of students who 
will attain either one or two bonus points this 
year is projected to remain similar to previous 
years. These points are used by secondary 
school students for admission to junior col-
leges, polytechnics and the Institute of Tech-
nical Education.

Furthermore,  education  institutions  will  
also recognise school, class and CCA-based 
leadership appointments,  considering how 
these  responsibilities  might  have  been  
changed for meaningful learning.

For example, for uniformed groups, stu-
dents are allowed to pursue their rank promo-
tions and badges through online learning 
modules.

CCA attendance will be pro-rated based 
on the total number of sessions conducted 
by the school.  Students who were absent 
with valid reasons due to disruptions caused 
by Covid-19 will not be penalised.

Time spent discussing and planning Val-
ues-in-Action projects – which are learning ex-
periences  meant  to  help  students  under-
stand the needs of others and reflect on what 
they have learnt – will also be counted even 
though these were suspended.

Read this news snippet carefully. 
Then, design a poster 
highlighting the important points 
that you feel your classmates 
should be aware of and share it 
with them.

NUR SYAHIIDAH ZAINAL rounds up the local news headlines

While other firms have had to resort to mass 
layoffs amid the Covid-19 pandemic, Chinese 
tech  company  Black  Sesame  Technologies  
plans to more than double its headcount in Sin-
gapore within 11/2 years.

The artificial  intelligence and automotive 
chip developer is actively recruiting AI talent 
and hopes to increase the number of employ-
ees from 20 now to 50 by the end of next year.

Mr Xu Jin, the firm’s Singapore general man-
ager, told The Straits Times that the focus will 
be on hiring Singaporeans and permanent resi-
dents for its research and development centre 
here – the company’s only one outside of the 
United States. “Singapore has a lot of talent 
we can tap to grow our deep-tech and ma-
chine-learning competencies,” he said.

Black Sesame is known for its visual percep-
tion solutions  used for  autonomous driving 
and advanced driver-assistance systems. For 
example, it has developed in-vehicle monitor-
ing systems with facial recognition capabilities 
that can monitor driver fatigue and poor driv-
ing behaviour.

What industries do you think will  
play a big role in Singapore’s future 
and why?

To mark the 
nation’s 55th 
birthday, 
55,000 
pledge cards 
were sealed 
inside the 
Our Heart for 
Singapore 
Time Capsule 
yesterday by 
Ms Low Yen 
Ling (far left), 
Minister of 
State for 
Trade and 
Industry, and 
Culture, 
Community 
and Youth, 
and 
Ms Jamaine 
Chen, 
founder of 
youth 
ground-up 
movement 
Art For Cause 
Singapore.
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Secondary 2 
students 
from Chua 
Chu Kang 
Secondary 
School taking 
part in a CCA 
badminton 
session on 
Aug 5. 

ST PHOTO
GIN TAY
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M r Terumi Tanaka was 13 and living in a 
house on a hillside in the Japanese 
city of Nagasaki when, in one mo-
ment,  everything  went  white  in  a  

blinding flash of light.
Afterwards, he recalled: “I saw many people 

with terrible burns and wounds evacuating... peo-
ple who were already dead in a primary school-
turned shelter.”

His two aunts were among the dead.
Now aged 88,  he  is  among the dwindling 

group  of  survivors  –  known  as  hibakusha  or  
“bomb-affected people” – of the historical hor-
rific event.

This month marks the 75th year since atomic 
bombs fell on the cities of Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki, three days apart.

‘LITTLE BOY’ AND ‘FAT MAN’
It was 1945. In Europe, Nazi Germany had surren-
dered to allied forces on May 7. In Asia, Japan, 
which had invaded and occupied many Asian 
countries, had not yet stopped fighting even as 
allied forces inched closer to the country.

The United States first got involved in the war 
from December 1941 after Japan launched a sur-
prise attack on Pearl Harbour in Hawaii. Japan 
meant this as a pre-emptive strike to prevent US 
forces from interfering with its plans of conquer-
ing South-east Asia. However, the unprovoked as-
sault influenced the US to join the war instead.

To force Japan to end the war, the US made 
the decision to drop the first atomic bomb, nick-
named “Little  Boy”,  on Hiroshima on Aug 6,  
1945. The atomic blast killed around 140,000 peo-
ple, including those who survived the explosion it-
self but died soon after from radiation exposure.

Three days later, the US dropped a plutonium 
bomb nicknamed “Fat Man” on the port city of 
Nagasaki, killing 74,000 more people.

On Aug 17, Japan’s Emperor Hirohito surren-
dered, bringing an end to World War II.

UNCONTROLLED DESTRUCTION
The atomic bombing of Hiroshima marked the 
first time a nuclear weapon had been used in the 
history of mankind and warfare, while the atomic 
bombing of Nagasaki was the second and, to 
date, the last time a nuclear weapon was used.

Atomic bombs are a kind of nuclear weapon, 
of which there are many types.

Nuclear weapons derive their energy from the 
splitting or fusing of atoms (that is also why they 
are sometimes referred to as “atomic”).

Their ability to create large-scale destruction is 
what earned nuclear weapons the description of 
“the most dangerous weapons on earth” by the 
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs.

Atomic attacks, even in the 1940s, are consid-
ered controversial, because of the instantaneous 
massive destruction they caused, the fact that 
many of the victims were civilians, and that sur-
vivors often suffered horrific after-effects of radia-
tion exposure. 

Beyond Japanese civilians,  between 40,000 
and 70,000 Koreans died in the Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki bombings as well, estimated the Associa-
tion of Korean Atomic Bomb Victims. Those Kore-
ans had been kept there against their  will  as 
forced labourers,  or  had fled there after their  
homeland was occupied.

A NEW ARMS RACE 
The two atomic bombings marked the beginning 
of the age of nuclear weapons.

Other countries went on to develop their own 
nuclear programmes. The UN Office for Disarma-
ment Affairs noted that since atomic bombs were 
first used in 1945, some 2,000 nuclear tests have 
been  conducted  and  some  14,500  nuclear  
weapons now exist in the world today.

They are owned by nine countries:  the US, 
Britain, China, France, India, Israel, North Korea, 
Pakistan and Russia.

Some survivors fear that as time passes, peo-
ple would forget the horrors of nuclear weapons, 
and hope to keep sharing their stories and cam-

paigning for a world free from nuclear weapons.
Security  experts  said  that  while  countries  

could be mutually deterred from using nuclear 
weapons against one another, they warned of 
risks such as smaller-scale nuclear wars between 
neighbouring countries, or the accidental release 
of a nuclear weapon that could trigger war.

Reuters, Agence France-Presse, NYTimes, 
UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, The Straits 
Times Online, IB times, The Independent, 
Hibakusha Stories, BBC

Compiled by Ang Yiying

DID YOU KNOW?
L American physicist Robert Oppenheimer 
(1904 to 1967) is often called “the father of the 
atomic bomb”, as he led the American team that 
came up with the weapon. 
L At least 160 people are believed to have 
been affected by both the Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki bombings.
L One person was officially recognised as a 
double survivor. Mr Tsutomu Yamaguchi was in Hi-
roshima on business when it  was bombed on 
Aug 6, 1945. He suffered burns, eye and ear in-
juries but went home to Nagasaki the next day. 
He was there when the other atomic bomb fell. 
He died in 2009 at the age of 93.

Why do you think some survivors 
campaign against nuclear weapons?

WATCH
Scan or click on this 
QR code to hear the bells 
that tolled in Hiroshima on 
Aug 6 to mark the 
75th anniversary of the first 
atomic bombing.

The Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum in Hiroshima is a reminder of the destructive nature of nuclear weapons. Its 
haunting displays include photographs of badly burnt victims, the tattered and stained clothes they wore, and statues 
depicting them with flesh melting from their limbs. PHOTO EPA-EFE

This is the 75th year since 
the first and last atomic 
bombs were used in 1945

NEWS

About 85 per cent of Hiroshima’s buildings were within 
3km of the bomb when it detonated and unleashed a 
deadly atomic inferno. PHOTO REUTERS

JAPAN

Horror of war in the nuclear age
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After getting away  with cheating 
people online for years, this teenage 
cyber criminal finally bit off more 
than he could chew
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Hacker takes online 
scams too far Movies and the news often focus 

on the exploits of bad hackers – 
the “black hats” who got their 
name from the black hats that 

villains wore in old Western films. 
The act of hacking refers to using one’s 

knowledge of  computer  programming to 
get past security measures on a computer or 
network in order to try to control or change 
them. 

It becomes illegal when it is done without 
the permission of the computer’s or net-
work’s user or owner. 

But hacking can be used for good too. 
“White hats” – the good guys – are hack-

ers who use their skills to test if an organisa-
tion’s computer system has been built se-
curely. Also called “ethical hackers”, they 
are often hired to study a system, or to try to 
breach it to see where the weaknesses are. 
They then tell the owners of the system how 
to fix the vulnerabilities.

By thinking like the bad guys, they can 
create counter-measures to ward off mali-
cious hackers. 

Without them, companies or organisa-
tions that store sensitive information or man-
age very important functions digitally and 
online  would  be  at  risk  of  being  held  
hostage or taken down. For instance, imag-
ine if banks “lost” all your money, or if the 
power companies suddenly could not pro-
vide any electricity to homes. 

White hat hackers often land jobs as secu-
rity analysts, working for governments, com-
puter and network security firms, financial in-
stitutions or are self-employed consultants. 

DID YOU KNOW?
White hat hacker Barnaby Jack once demon-
strated at a conference how ATMs could be 
hacked and made to dispense money. 

He was also well-known for his work in 
showing how medical devices, like insulin 
pumps and pacemakers,  could be deadly 
when hacked. For instance, he was able to 
show that pacemakers, that are surgically 
put into hearts to regulate their heartbeats, 
could be hacked to deliver fatal electrical 
shocks to their owners. 

Serene Luo

FEATUREFEATURE

F or Graham Ivan Clark, the online mischief-mak-
ing started early.

By the age of 10, he was playing the video 
game Minecraft, in part to escape what he told 

friends was an unhappy home life.
In Minecraft, he became known as an adept scammer 

with an explosive temper who cheated people out of 
their money, several friends said.

At 15, he joined an online hackers’ forum. By 16, he 
had gravitated to the world of bitcoin, appearing to in-
volve himself in a theft of US$856,000 (S$1.17 million) of 
the cryptocurrency, though he was never charged for it, 
social media and legal records show. 

On Instagram posts afterwards, he showed up with 
designer sneakers and a bling-encrusted Rolex.

The teenager’s digital misbehaviour ended on July 31 
when the police arrested him at an apartment in Tampa, 
Florida. 

Florida prosecutors said Clark, now 17, was the “mas-
termind” of a prominent hack last month. 

They accused him of tricking his way into Twitter’s sys-
tems and taking  over  the  accounts  of  some of  the  
world’s most famous people, including former US presi-
dent Barack Obama, rapper Kanye West and Amazon bil-
lionaire Jeff Bezos.

His arrest raised questions about how someone so 
young could penetrate the defences of what was suppos-
edly one of Silicon Valley’s most sophisticated technol-
ogy companies. 

Clark is being charged as an adult with 30 felonies. He 
appeared in a virtual court appearance on Aug 4.

EARLY WARNING SIGNS
Prosecutors said he worked with at least two others to 
hack Twitter, but was the leader.

What emerges in interviews with more than a dozen 
people who know him, along with legal documents, on-
line forensic work and social media archives, is a picture 
of a youth who had a strained relationship with his family 
and who spent much of his life online becoming skilled 
at convincing people to give him money, photos and in-
formation.

“He scammed me for a little bit of money when I was 
just a kid,” said Mr Colby Meeds, 19, a Minecraft player 
who said Clark stole US$50 from him in 2016 by offering 
to sell him a digital cape for a Minecraft character but 
not delivering it.

Clark and his  sister  grew up in Tampa with  their  
mother,  Mrs  Emiliya Clark,  a Russian immigrant who 
holds certifications to work as a facialist and as a real es-
tate broker. 

Reached at her home, his mother declined to com-
ment. His father lives in Indiana, according to public doc-
uments; he did not return a request for comment. His 
parents divorced when he was seven.

Clark doted on his dog and did not like school or have 
many friends, said Mr James Xio, who met Clark online 
several years ago. 

He had a habit of moving between emotional ex-
tremes, flying off the handle over small transgressions, 
Mr Xio said.

“He’d get mad mad,” said the 18-year-old. “He had a 
thin patience.” 

Mr Abishek Patel,  19,  who played Minecraft  with  
Clark, defended him. 

“He has a good heart and always looks out for the 
people who he cares about,” he said.

In 2016, Clark set up a YouTube channel, according to 
social media monitoring firm SocialBlade. 

He built an audience of thousands of fans and be-
came known for playing a violent version of Minecraft 
called Hardcore Factions, under usernames like “Open” 
and “OpenHCF.” 

But he became even better known for taking money 
from other Minecraft players. 

In the game, people can pay for upgrades, like acces-
sories for their characters. One tactic used by Clark in-
volved him appearing to sell desirable usernames for 
Minecraft and then not actually providing the buyer with 
that username. 

He also offered to sell capes for Minecraft characters, 
but sometimes vanished after players sent him money.

Clark once offered to sell  his own Minecraft user-
name, “Open,” said Mr Nick Jerome, 21, a student at 
Christopher Newport University in Virginia. The two mes-
saged over Skype and Mr Jerome, who was then 17, said 
he sent about US$100 for the username because he 
thought it was cool. Then Clark blocked him.

“I was just kind of a dumb teenager, and looking 
back, there’s  no way I  should have ever done this,” 
Mr Jerome said. “Why should I ever have trusted this 
dude?” 

In late 2016 and early 2017, other Minecraft players 
produced videos on YouTube describing how they had 
lost money or faced online attacks after brushes with 
Clark’s alias “Open.” In some of those videos, Clark, who 
can be heard using racist and sexist epithets, also talked 
about being home schooled while making US$5,000 a 
month from his Minecraft activities. 

Despite his constant presence on the Web, Clark’s 
real identity rarely showed up online. At one point, he re-
vealed his face and gaming setup online, and some play-
ers called him “Graham”. His name was also mentioned 
in a 2017 Twitter post.

EMBOLDENED BY SUCCESS
Clark’s interests soon expanded to the video game Fort-
nite and the lucrative world of cryptocurrencies.

He joined an online forum for hackers,  known as 
OGUsers, and used the screen name “Graham$”. 

His OGUsers account was registered from the same in-
ternet protocol address in Tampa that had been at-
tached to his Minecraft accounts, according to research 
done for The New York Times by the online forensics 
firm Echosec.

Graham$ was later banned from the community, ac-
cording to posts uncovered by Echosec, after the moder-
ators said he failed to pay bitcoin to another user who 
had already sent him money to complete a transaction.

Still, Clark had already harnessed OGUsers to find his 
way into a hacker community known for taking over peo-
ple’s phone numbers to access all of the online accounts 
attached to the numbers, an attack known as “SIM swap-
ping”. The main goal is to drain victims’ cryptocurrency 
accounts.

Last  year,  hackers  remotely  seized control  of  the  
phone of Seattle-based tech investor Gregg Bennett. 

Within a few minutes, they had secured Mr Bennett’s 
online accounts, including his Amazon and e-mail ac-
counts,  as  well  as  164  bitcoins  that  were  worth  
US$856,000 at the time and would be worth US$1.8 mil-
lion today.

Mr Bennett soon received an extortion note, which 
was signed by “Scrim”, another of Clark’s online aliases, 
according to several of his online friends.

“We just want the remainder of the funds in the Bit-
trex,” Scrim wrote, referring to the bitcoin exchange 
from which the coins had been taken. “We are always 
one step ahead and this is your easiest option.” 

In April, the US Secret Service seized 100 bitcoins 
from Clark, according to government forfeiture docu-
ments. A few weeks later, Mr Bennett received a letter 
from the Secret Service saying they had recovered 100 
of his bitcoins, citing the same code that was assigned to 
the coins seized from Clark.

It is unclear whether other people were involved in 

the incident or what happened to 
the remaining 64 bitcoins.

By then, Clark was living in 
his  own  apartment  in  a  
Tampa condo  complex.  
He had an expensive 
gaming setup, a bal-
cony and a view of 
a grassy park,  ac-
cording to friends 
and social  media 
posts.

Two  ne igh -
bours  said  that  
Clark  kept  to  him-
self, coming and going at 
unusual hours and driving a 
white BMW 3 Series.

On  an  Instagram  account  
that  has  since  been  taken  
down,  @error,  Clark  also  
shared videos of himself 
swaying to rap music in 
designer  sneakers.  
He was also given a 
shout-out on Insta-
gram by a jeweller 
to  the  hip-hop  
elite,  with a pic-
ture showing that 
Clark, as @error, 
had purchased a 
gem-encrusted 
Rolex.

Mr  X io ,  
who became 
close  friends  
with Clark, said 
the  April  run-in  with  
the Secret Service shook Clark.

“He knew he was given a second chance,” Mr Xio 
said. “And he wanted to work on being as legit as possi-
ble.”

But less  than two weeks after  the Secret  Service 
seizure, prosecutors said Clark began working to get in-
side Twitter. 

According to a government affidavit, Clark convinced 
a “Twitter employee that he was a co-worker in the IT de-
partment and had the employee provide credentials to 
access the customer service portal”.

For help, Clark found accomplices on OGUsers, ac-
cording to the legal documents. The accomplices of-
fered to broker the sale of Twitter accounts that had cool 
usernames, like “@w”, while Clark would enter Twitter’s 
systems and change ownership of the accounts, accord-
ing to the filings and accounts from the accomplices.

The hack unfolded on July 15. A few days later, one 
accomplice, who went by the name “lol,” told the Times 
that the person they knew as the mastermind began 
cheating the customers who wanted to covertly buy the 
Twitter  accounts.  The  hacker  took  the  money  and  
handed over the account, but then quickly reclaimed it 
by using his access to Twitter’s systems to boot out the 
client. It was reminiscent of what Clark had done earlier 
on Minecraft.

When Clark’s  online  acquaintances  learnt  he had  
been charged with the hack, several said they were not 
surprised.

Mr Connor Belcher, a gamer known as @iMakeMcVidz 
who had previously teamed up on a separate YouTube 
channel with Clark before becoming one of his online 
critics, said: “He never really seemed to care about any-
one but himself.” 
NYTimes
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Stress-testing 
the system



UNITED STATES 
GLOBE-HACKING DUO 
Two former classmates who studied computer 
technologies at an electrical engineering col-
lege in south-western China’s Sichuan province 
were accused of embarking on a global hacking 
spree.

Li Xiaoyu and Dong Jiazhi were said to have 
engaged in criminal hacking for their own per-
sonal profit, stealing trade secrets worth hun-
dreds of millions of dollars, alleged an indict-
ment unsealed on July 22.

Li, 34, and Dong, 33, had studied computer 
application technologies at the University of  
Electronic Science and Technology of China, in 
Chengdu.

Dong was said to have researched victims 
and found potential methods of remotely break-
ing into computer systems.

Li would then compromise the networks and 
steal the information, according to the indict-
ment.

According to US officials, the US first be-
came aware of the hackers’ operations when 
they targeted the Department of Energy’s Han-
ford site in the eastern district of Washington.

As the FBI learnt more, they found the duo 
was  among  the  “the  most  prolific  hacker  
groups the FBI has ever investigated”.

Their  victims  were  located all  across  the 
world, including the US, Australia, Belgium, Ger-
many, Japan, Lithuania, Netherlands, South Ko-
rea, Spain, Sweden and Britain, according to 
the indictment.

A point of controversy that emerged was 
that they were accused of working on behalf of 
China to steal secrets related to military satel-
lite programs, wireless networks, and counter-
chemical weapons systems.

Senior Justice Department officials stressed 
that the case showed how China was using crim-
inal hackers to do some of its dirtiest work – in-
cluding stealing research on possible vaccines 
and treatments for Covid-19, which was among 
the duo’s most recent alleged targets.

However, when China officials were asked 
for comment, they referred to the remarks by 
Ms Hua Chunying, a spokesman for the coun-
try’s foreign ministry, on July 17.

“Some US politicians seem to be alleging 
that China is waging cyber attacks to steal US 
research on Covid-19 vaccines,” she had said. 
“It’s just absurd.”

SINGAPORE
LOOPHOLE EXPLOITER
If you found a flaw in a system, would you re-
port it or take advantage of it?

A teenager who discovered a loophole in a 
Grab app payment  system masterminded a  
scam that cheated ride-hailing firm GrabTaxi 
Holdings of more than $26,000 through nearly 
2,000  fraudulent  ride  bookings  over  a  few  
months last year.

Ryan Wong Wei Zhi, now 20, invited a child-
hood friend, Chua Wei Beng, 22, to take part in 
the ruse. Chua, in turn, roped in Kenneth Ho 
Hong Wei, 23. All three were full-time national 
servicemen at the time.

The trio managed to recruit 14 more people 
into the scheme, promising them up to $400 in 
“commissions” per week.

Wong hatched the plan around January last 
year to dupe Grab into paying out money for 
phantom rides on GrabHitch, a service that al-
lows riders to book carpooling rides. He had 
earlier realised that he could book a GrabHitch 
ride on a rider’s account by using a debit card 
linked to an empty bank account.

He could then accept such a booking by us-
ing a separate driver’s  account,  logging the 
pick-up and drop-off points on the app without 
making any trips. Each GrabHitch driver can 
make up to two trips, earning a maximum of 
$144, a day. 

In posing as both a rider and driver, Wong 
stood to reap the earnings of the ride and Grab 
“would be none the wiser”, the court heard on 
June 23. In February last year, Wong roped in 
Chua. To increase their  gains,  the duo later  
roped in others, including Ho.

The offences came to light when a Grab op-
erations research analyst spotted the fake trans-
actions and alerted the police on April 17 last 
year.

Wong has been sentenced to at least six 
months in a reformative training centre, where 
he has to follow a strict regimen that includes 
foot drills and counselling. Cases against his ac-
complices are still pending.

LOW-GRADE HACKER
In 2016, an Asean scholarship holder at Singa-
pore  Management  University  (SMU)  hacked  
into his professor’s account and made changes 
to his own grades as well as that of other stu-
dents.

Vietnamese Tran Gia Hung, then a first-year 
business management student, changed his “Fi-
nal Examination’’ grade from “D+” to “B”, and 
his “Final Adjusted Grade’’ from “B“ to “A-“. 

He also raised grades for seven students and 
lowered them for two.

Hung managed to get his professor’s pass-
word by sitting in the second row in class and 
watching the professor, who typed very slowly, 
enabling him to guess the keystrokes.

The professor uploaded his students’ grades 
for two modules into SMU’s e-Learn system on 
April 25, 2016.

While at home that evening, he noticed a 
few differences to the grades he had uploaded. 
He reported the matter to SMU, and the grades 
for the modules were held back.

SMU’s investigation traced the illegal log-ins 
to Hung’s MacBook computer. However, Hung 
denied he was the culprit and even sought to 
erase the data from his MacBook. SMU lodged 
a police report on May 4, 2016.

In 2017, Hung, then 22, was sentenced to 
16 weeks’ jail.

TOP-UP THIEF
Between 2015 and 2016, a computer engineer-
ing major at Nanyang Technological University 
who had used his know-how to hack stored 
value cards for air-conditioning at his hostel, 
started hacking Kopitiam stored-value cards for 
food and cigarettes.

He even  started  offering his  services  on  
Carousell to top up Singtel pre-paid SIM cards 
at a discounted rate.

As an example, he would charge others $8 
to top up $10 in their Singtel cards.

Tee Chin Yue, 25, who was an Asean scholar 
from Malaysia,  would do the  top-ups  using 
hacked cards and received about $34,000 from 
Carousell users this way.

Some  time  in  2016,  he  discovered  his  
hacked cards  no  longer  worked.  Afraid  he  
would get caught, he threw them away.

By then, Kopitiam and the police had been 
investigating after a police report was made on 
Dec 12 that year.

Tee was arrested on July 24, 2017, and was 
sentenced to 10 months’ jail this year.

In  total,  his  unauthorised  transactions  
caused a loss of $80,800 to Kopitiam.

Bloomberg, The New Paper, The Straits Times

Compiled by Ang Yiying

TECHNOLOGY

Caught in a web of cyber crime
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From network hacks to 
password theft, young 
people have made the 
headlines by using their 
tech skills for all the wrong 
reasons

A participant 
examining 
computer 
code during 
the 11th 
International 
Cybersecurity 
Forum in Lille, 
France last 
year.

PHOTO AGENCE 
FRANCE-PRESSE
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2010
• The Singapore Government-backed 
Next Generation Nationwide Broadband 
Network launches, paving the way for 
faster sur�ng at 
a fraction of the 
cost.

• A 1Gbps plan 
goes for just $39 
a month – 
unheard of 
previously when 
a 100Mbps line 
would cost about 
$70 a month.

2012
• Singtel, StarHub and M1 launch 
4G services in Singapore, making 
consumers pay for what they use 
based on new data tiers starting 
from 2GB.

• These new plans replace the 
generous 3G 
plans, all of 
which came 
with a much 
higher 12GB 
cap, which 
were no longer 
on sale.

2013
• The use of an unauthorised blowtorch 
contributes to a �re at Singtel’s Bukit 
Panjang Internet exchange on Oct 9.

• Critical services, including ATM banking, 
Singapore Pools’ betting and access to 
patient records at polyclinics, are down. 

• Singtel is 
later �ned 
$6 million, 
the largest 
�ne for a 
telco.

2013
• Hacktivism 
arrives in Singapore 
in October in the 
form of someone 
named “the Messiah”, 
who claims to be a 
member of global 
cyber-activism group 
Anonymous.

• He threatens to unleash a 
legion of hackers on the country 
and its infrastructure if the 
Government does not revoke its 
licensing scheme for news websites.

2016
• Australian telco TPG Telecom 
wins the bid to become 
Singapore’s fourth telco, 
marking the loosening of the 
three-way hold on the 
telecoms market by Singtel, 
StarHub and M1 for the �rst 
time in 15 years.

• The threat of TPG 
coming results in more 
competitive pricing and 
the return of unlimited 
mobile data plans.

2017
• All 100,000 
computers used 
of�cially by 
public servants in 
Singapore are cut 
off from the Internet 
in an unprecedented move aimed at 
plugging potential leaks of work 
e-mail and shared documents.

• Civil servants can still access the 
Web via separate government 
computers dedicated to that 
purpose, or use their personal 
mobile devices.

2017
• The Singapore High Court throws 
out applications by two Hollywood 
studios to compel telcos Singtel, 
StarHub and M1 to release the 
details of Internet 
subscribers who allegedly 
illegally downloaded two 
movies: Fathers And 
Daughters (2015), and 
Queen Of The Desert (2015, 
right).

• The landmark case has made 
it more dif�cult for copyright 
holders to target Internet users 
for alleged piracy.

2017
• Singapore escapes the disruption brought 
about by the WannaCry malware which brings 
hospitals, government agencies and railway 
operations around the world to a standstill.

• An accidental move by a researcher in Britain 
halts the spread of WannaCry.

• Nevertheless, the 
event sends a chilling 
message: cyberspace 
has become a hangout 
for criminals and political 
activists, and new 
standards of vigilance 
are required.

2017
• Advanced persistent threats and 
sophisticated and stealthy techniques to gain 
intelligence make headlines for the �rst time 
in Singapore when hackers break into the 
networks of National University of Singapore 
and Nanyang Technological 
University.

• The universities have 
research links with the 
Singapore Government, 
being involved in 
projects in the 
defence, foreign 
affairs and 
transport sectors.

2017
• Instant payment scheme PayNow launches, 
allowing people to transfer money from banking 
apps by looking up the 
recipient’s mobile 
phone number or 
identity card 
number. 

• PayNow is tipped 
to be the catch-all 
solution to take 
Singapore forward 
in its ambition to 
go cashless.

2018
• SingHealth and its IT vendor 
Integrated Health Information Systems 
fail to secure patient data, resulting in 
the leakage of the personal information of 1.5 million 
patients, including Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong.

• Both organisations are �ned a combined $1 million, the 
largest in history for the worst data breach here.

2019
• Two retailers and their directors are convicted of 
copyright infringement by helping people access 
pirated content via Android TV boxes in a landmark 
victory against piracy here.

• The sentencing comes ahead of new laws that 
will be tabled in Parliament in 2020 to ban the sale 
of media streaming boxes with “add-on” services 
that help consumers access pirated content. 

4G

2014
• Singapore’s 
Do-Not-Call registry 
launches, allowing 
consumers to block 
unwanted 
telemarketing calls 
and text messages. 

• It is a key part of 
the new Personal Data 
Protection Act, which kicks in fully in 
July to protect personal data from being 
stolen or indiscriminately collected and 
used for marketing.

2014
• The Copyright Act is 
beefed up to allow content 
owners to seek High Court 
orders to get Internet 
service providers (ISPs) to 
block piracy websites 
such as The Pirate Bay.

• Before, content 
owners had to sue ISPs, 
but this could mean 
months of litigation, 
so no content rights 
holders have done so.

2015
• The Cyber Security Agency is formed to 
coordinate public- and private-sector efforts 
to protect national systems against 
increasing cyber threats.

• It is funded by the Prime Minister’s Of�ce 
and brings under one roof the oversight of 11 
critical sectors, including power, banking, 
transport and telecommunications. 

Key tech moments in Singapore over the past decade

2019
• Singapore unveils its national arti�cial 
intelligence (AI) strategy along with �ve 
key projects in sectors such as logistics, 
education, healthcare, border security 
and estate management, where quick 
productivity gains can be obtained. 

• Solving real-world problems is 
tipped to provide a competitive 
edge to Singapore in a space 
currently dominated by the 
United States and China.

UNLIMITED
DATA

UNLIMITED
DATA
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Iwas just about to look at a video a friend had sent me on Tuesday 
afternoon – “the port seems to be burning”, she said – when my whole 
building shook, as if startled, by the deepest boom I had ever heard. Un-
easily, naively, I ran to the window, then back to my desk to check for news.

Then came a much bigger boom, and the sound itself seemed to splinter. 
There was shattered glass flying everywhere.  Not thinking but moving, I  
ducked under my desk.

When the world stopped cracking open, I could not see at first because of 
the blood running down my face. After blinking the blood from my eyes, I tried 
to take in the sight of my flat turned into a demolition site.

My yellow front door had been hurled on top of my dining table. I could not 
find my passport, or even any sturdy shoes.

Later, someone would tell me that Beirutis of her generation, who had been 
raised during Lebanon’s 15-year civil war, instinctively ran into their hallways as 
soon as they heard the first blast, to escape the glass they knew would break.

I was not so well-trained, but the Lebanese who would help me in the hours 
to come had the heartbreaking steadiness that comes from having lived 
through countless previous disasters. Nearly all of them were strangers, yet 
they treated me like a friend.

When I got downstairs, dodging the enormous broken window that rested 
jaggedly in my stairwell, my neighbourhood, with its graceful old-Beirut archi-
tecture and arched windows, looked like a picture from the wars I had seen 
from afar – a mouth missing all its teeth.

Someone passing on a motorbike saw my bloody face and told me to hop 
on. When we could not get any closer to the hospital, our way blocked by 
hillocks of broken glass and stranded cars, I got off and started walking.

Everyone on the street seemed to be either bleeding from open gashes or 
swathed in makeshift bandages – all except one woman in a chic, backless top 
leading a small dog on a leash. Only an hour before, we had all been walking 
dogs or checking e-mail or shopping for groceries. Only an hour before, there 
had been no blood.

As I neared the hospital, elderly patients sat dazed in wheelchairs in the 
streets, still hooked to their IV bags. A woman lay on the ground in front of the 
exploded emergency room, her whole body dripping red, not moving much.

It was clear that they were not taking new patients, certainly not any as com-
paratively lucky as I was.

Someone named Youssef saw me, sat me down and started cleaning and 
bandaging my face. Once he was satisfied I could walk, he left and I started 
wandering, trying to think of another hospital I could try.

I ran into a friend of a friend, someone I had met only a few times before, 
and he bandaged the rest of my wounds, disinfecting the lacerations with 
splashes of Lebanon’s national liquor, an anise-flavoured drink called arak.

Until then, I had not had more than the vaguest guesses about what might 
have happened.

Someone was reporting that fireworks had exploded at the port.

Much later, Lebanese officials acknowledged that a large cache of explosive 
material seized by the government years ago was stored where the explosions 
occurred.

Survivors walked by, moving faster than the jammed-up traffic.

To anyone who appeared unhurt,  people called out,  “alhamdulillah al-
salama”, or, roughly translated, “thank God for your safety”.

Before the end of the night, after my co-workers had found me, after a pass-
ing driver named Ralph had offered to take us to one of the few hospitals still 
accepting patients, after a doctor had put 11 staples in my forehead and an-
other sprinkling on my leg and arms, people would be saying the same thing to 
me: “Thank God for your safety.”

“Thank you, truly thank you,” I said in reply, and I did not mean just for the 
good wishes.

Adapted from “Witness recalls horror: I was bloodied, dazed” by Vivian Yee, 
The Straits Times, Aug 6, 2020 

LEARN

CHARACTERISTICS: 
LANGUAGE FEATURES
Read a piece of writing, such as the personal 
experience that was published in The Straits 
Times on the right, and see if you are able to 
spot the following language features:
● First-person singular/plural pronouns such 
as: “I”, “me”, ‘myself”, “mine”, “my”, “we”, 
“us”, “ourselves”, “ours”, “our”.
● Time connectors/adverbs (to show when 
something took place) such as: “during”, 
“when”, “then”, “until”, “later”.
● Simple past tense (to show that the actions 
happened in the past) such as: “walked”, 
“had”, “was”.
● Descriptive words/adjectives (to help your 
readers visualise your writing) such as: 
“defeated”, “puzzled”, “graceful”, 
“bewildered”.

ENGLISH

Telling a 
story from a 
first-person 
point of 
view

LEARN12

TEXT TYPE: PERSONAL RECOUNT
A personal recount retells an event or 
experience that the writer was personally 
involved in. 

It can be found in many different 
mediums. For example, newspapers, 
personal letters, autobiographies, blogs 
and diary entries. Its purpose can be to 
entertain, advise, reflect or analyse.
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PRACTISE ESSAY WRITING
You are advised to write between 350 and 500 words on one of the 
following options:

1. Write about a daring journey.

2. Write about a person who left a lasting impression on you.

3. Write about a defining event from your childhood.

4. Write about a time when you had to face one of your greatest 
fears.

Injured people resting on the pavement as medics walk past outside a 
hospital following the massive explosion in the Lebanese capital Beirut 
on Aug 4. 

Over 150 were killed and 5,000 injured – a toll that continues to 
climb – when tonnes of ammonium nitrate that had been stored 
unsafely at a warehouse in the port exploded in a fire.

Some Beirut residents tweeted about their narrow escapes. 
Describing the moment, Twitter user horizon @BMZH_ said: “We felt 
the ground shake, my dad opened the balcony door expecting some 
type of earthquake, and we all got sent back several meters away 
nearly instantly. Lucky to be alive & safe, praying for everyone else 
affected from the #Beirut explosion. Stay safe.”

Twitter user Aimee Meade @AimeePaige said she was incredibly 
lucky not to have been at home. “My apartment is about 300m from 
the blast and faces the port. Almost everything I own has been 
decimated,” she said. PHOTO AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Read the article and the essay 
writing tips before practising what 
you have learnt in the writing 
exercise.

STRUCTURE
Introduction: There are many ways to begin a personal 
recount. You can begin with a quotation, a description, 
a dialogue, an action, a question or even use the 
flashback method. 

If you refer to the first paragraph of the article, the 
writer begins with both action and description. She also 
sets the scene, time, place and atmosphere.

Body: You need to ensure that your body paragraphs 
are written in chronological order. 

Remember to use vivid language (read paragraph in 
the green box) and avoid common words.

The writer generally avoids stating her emotions 
blatantly, but her descriptions help you to experience 
what she is feeling at various junctures (read the last 
sentences of the paragraphs in the blue boxes).

Conclusion: You can end your personal recount by 
describing the outcome of the event or experience and 
include a personal opinion. 

Towards the end of her recount, the writer talks 
about the Lebanese tradition of giving thanks to God 
for one’s safety, and how she was thankful in every 
sense of the word (read paragraphs in the orange box).
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Lesson activity by Charlene Lim

TEACHER’S TIP
Although a personal recount is written in chronological order, 
avoid starting from the very beginning of the event, especially if 
those details are uninteresting. 

Remember to provide accurate details that will fulfil the 
purpose of your essay, but do edit your essay to remove 
unnecessary adverbs and adjectives.



CRITICAL THINKING
Mr Victor Hoon described the immediate aftermath of his accident as the 
“worst period” he had ever gone through. 

Think of the worst period that you have experienced in your life so far. 
How does its severity compare with what Mr Hoon experienced?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Compare how Mr Hoon felt in the aftermath of the accident to how he is 
now. What do you think are the reasons behind his change of mindset? 
What does this tell you about our ability to overcome seemingly insurmount-
able challenges?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Mr Hoon was a juvenile delinquent who dabbled in illegal activities before 
finally making it good in his N-level exams while at Boys’ Town. 

Before the accident, he had encountered some situations in which he 
could have turned his life around. Consider them and fill in the table below. 

When Mr Hoon was at Bright Vision community hospital, staff and other pa-
tients encouraged him to not give up. They played an important role in help-
ing him develop a positive mindset.

Have there been people who have played a similar role for you? Write 
down what they did for you, and what you would like to say to them.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

The process of getting back on one’s feet takes time, effort and may require 
several steps. List the steps that Mr Hoon took in his recovery process, and 
how each one propelled him forward. (The first one has been done for you).

Mr Hoon never thought that he could be good at painting, let alone paint 
well enough with his mouth that he could sell his work.

All of us have the potential to achieve the things we want, if we are pre-
pared to put in the effort. List some of the things that you have always 
wanted to do, but do not think you have what it takes to achieve them. 

After you have completed your list, ask yourself: Why not? Discuss your 
findings with a partner.

Read the following news story and before an-
swering the questions on the next page.

T he last thing Mr Victor Hoon remembers 
of his accident in 2005 is speeding up 
around a bend on his motorcycle while 
on his way to a friend’s home.

When he regained consciousness, he was in 
hospital hooked up to a ventilator, with “tubes ev-
erywhere”.

The accident left him paralysed from the neck 
down. Then aged 20, he was just days due from 
enlisting in the army for national service.

“I thought my arms and legs had been cut off 
because I couldn’t move at all. It was the worst pe-
riod I  had ever gone through. I  cried a lot.  I  
couldn’t accept the fact that I had become like 
that,” said Mr Hoon.

“The doctor  said I  could be bedridden or  
wheelchair-bound for the rest of my life. Every 
day,  I  thought  about  killing  myself.  But  that  
wasn’t even possible because I couldn’t move.”

The accident came just after he had turned his 
life around after years of being a juvenile delin-
quent, including dabbling in drugs.

At 14, he had attendance and disciplinary is-
sues that left his teachers at Assumption English 
School and his mother, a divorcee, at a loss. They 
decided that he should continue his studies at 
Boys’ Town, a charity for youths from disadvan-
taged and disengaged families that helps them 
become  socially  integrated  and  contributing  
members of society.

Mr Hoon, now 35, said: “I was not responsible 

at that age. My mum was working as a cleaner 
and also worked at night at a coffee shop and 
wasn’t at home much. My attitude, especially to-
wards studies, was very bad.”

At Boys’ Town, he still had no interest in study-
ing and could not get along with anyone. He de-
cided to quit before the year was up and take on 
part-time jobs like waiting tables or helping in 
kitchens.

In his free time, he hung out with his Teck 
Whye Primary School friends, a few of whom had 
dropped out of school.

He would leave his younger brother – who is 
six years younger and was in his care while their 
mother was out working – at home, “or worse, 
take him out with me”.

Mr Hoon joined a gang through his friends. He 
was 15 then.

“They had many things for us to do, from sell-
ing pirated VCDs (video compact discs) to run-
ning drugs. We earned up to $150 an hour. It was 
good money.”

Flush with cash, he started taking drugs like Ec-
stasy and ketamine. “I got used to that lifestyle. It 
made me feel good about myself,” he said.

Barely a few months later,  he was nabbed 
while selling VCDs.

“I refused to give them information on the 
gang. I lied and said I had found the VCDs some-
where.”

He got away with two months’ probation.
While waiting for his mother to fill in paper-

work at the court, he met some other boys, all 
older than him.

He said: “We talked about the offences we 
were in for – drugs, breaking and entering, fights. 
I saw how they reacted to their sentences.

“Whatever they had done, I had done too. I 
was caught for something less serious. I started 
to think, what if I had been caught running drugs 
or worse? What would my life become? I was 
trembling and my heart was pumping quickly.”

He decided there and then to get his life back 
on track, and returned to Boys’ Town while serv-
ing his probation.

“This time, it was different. I told myself to be 
more sensible. I was in the Normal (Technical) 
stream but I studied hard and asked some of the 
senior boys for help.”

At 17, he sat the N-level exams and was the 
top student in his Boys’ Town class. He made 
plans to study electrical engineering at the Insti-
tute of Technical Education.

Overjoyed, his mother bought him a new com-
puter as a reward, partly funded by a bursary 
from the Education Ministry. His life was on the 
mend.

Then came the crash.
After three months in the intensive care unit, 

he was moved back home. His mother had remar-
ried by then and his stepfather was supportive.

The family had received $150,000 from an in-
surance payout, which covered the hospital bills 
and a spinal cord operation to help him regain 
some mobility.

“It wasn’t very successful. After six months, in-
cluding physiotherapy, I was able to flip my hands 
but that was it. I was so depressed.

“I couldn’t shower, change my clothes or use the 
toilet on my own. I was bad-tempered and the care-
givers kept quitting on me. I would lie on my bed 
and think, ‘Why am I still alive?’”

In  2008,  desperate  and  at  their  wit’s  end,  
Mr Hoon’s family decided to move him to Bright Vi-
sion community hospital in Yio Chu Kang Road. He is 
currently there as a long-term patient.

His mother, Madam Ong Mei Chee, 53, said: “He 
was very active before the accident. So it was very 
hard on him. I felt so bad for him every day and I felt 
guilty for not being around when he was younger.”

At Bright Vision, Mr Hoon met an occupational 

therapist who was the same age as him – 23 at the 
time. She pushed him to exercise regularly and also 
took him out on her own time.

“She told me we were still young and I shouldn’t 
give up. I started to develop a more positive mind-
set,” he said, adding that other patients also encour-
aged him to explore more recovery methods.

After going for various medical tests and mag-
netic resonance imaging scans, he learnt about a ten-
don transfer procedure, which involves shifting a 
functioning tendon from its original attachment to a 
new one to restore action.

He had it done in both arms, in two separate oper-
ations.

“It was so painful. My hands were in plaster cast 
for three months after the operations, but it helped 
a bit. I was able to grab spoons, feed myself and 
even lift my arms a little.”

This is largely his physical situation today. He now 
uses a motorised wheelchair to get around.

In 2012, he attended a transition programme by 
charity SPD, which helps people with disabilities, 
held at Tan Tock Seng Hospital. It is aimed at inte-
grating people with acquired physical  disabilities  
back into the mainstream workforce.

Social workers spoke to him about his interests to 
find jobs he could try out, such as data entry and cod-
ing.

During his third session, an SPD staff member 
mentioned mouth painting. A scholarship by the 
Mouth and Foot Painting Artists (MFPA) Association 
could cover equipment costs, course fees and even 
a monthly allowance.

Intrigued, he started searching for YouTube tutori-

als, practising by himself every day.
“The first time I tried it, my mouth was in terrible 

pain. You have to bite the (paintbrush) extension 
tightly the whole time. My mouth and neck ached so 
much, like someone was punching me over and 
over.”

From sketching with a pencil and mixing the paint 
colours, to the actual painting, everything is done 
with his mouth.

His first painting, a reindeer, took more than 24 
hours of work, spread out over a few months. He 
said: “I never thought about giving up. I looked at 
my first painting and thought, this is something I 
could  actually  be  good  at.  And  every  painting  
looked better than the last.”

To date, he has done about 30 paintings.
He paints in two-hour weekly sessions at the Vis-

ual Arts Centre in Dhoby Ghaut. It takes him about 
10 sessions to finish an A3-sized painting and they 
look no different from paintings done by hand.

Now, he also accepts orders and his fee starts 
from about $400 a piece. He said it is “below the 
market rate but  I’m an  amateur,  so I  feel  like  I  
shouldn’t charge too high”.

He has completed only four orders so far as his pri-
ority is to fulfil his MFPA scholarship requirements – 
he has to send the association five paintings a year 
for evaluation.

On what keeps him going, he said: “We must 
never get upset at life. Whatever happens, there will 
be people willing to help. There is a door for you to 
open if you keep searching – if you don’t give up.”

Adapted from “New life as mouth painter after 
accident” by Jolene Ang, The Straits Times, June 
3, 2020

Potential turning point What would you have done? Why?

Teachers highlighting his 
attendance and disciplinary 
issues at Assumption 
English School.

Quitting Boys’ Town in less 
than a year, and taking on 
part-time jobs like waiting 
tables.

Hanging out with school 
friends, a few of whom 
were drop-outs.

Joining a gang at 15 and 
taking part in illegal 
activities to make money.

LEARN LEARNLEARN

Steps towards recovery How it helped

Undergoing painful procedures to 
improve mobility in his arms. 

Mr Hoon was able to grab spoons 
and feed himself,  which boosted 
his self-confidence.

From sketching with a pencil and mixing the paint colours, to 
the actual painting, everything is done with his mouth. His 
first painting, a reindeer, took more than 24 hours of work, 
spread out over a few months. 

Mr Hoon with his 
mother, Madam Ong 
Mei Chee. The 
35-year-old said the 
period after his 
accident, which left 
him paralysed at 20, 
was the hardest he 
had ever gone 
through, but he 
started to develop a 
more positive 
mindset after being 
encouraged by 
others. He now paints 
in weekly sessions at 
the Visual Arts Centre 
in Dhoby Ghaut. It 
takes him about 10 
sessions to finish an 
A3-sized painting and 
it looks no different 
from a painting done 
by hand. Scan or click 
the QR code to watch 
him in action.

ST PHOTOS JOEL CHAN

CCE

Overcoming hardship with art
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Lesson activity by Jeff Ang
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